
Prin%ng:
Your printer might not print the 
same way our printers do, so 
make sure to try a couple of test 
prints. If things aren’t aligning 
quite right, experiment with the 
Scale to Fit Paper seCng. It’s 
located in the Print dialog – just 
click Full Page Slides to get to it.

And did you no%ce we made 
fold marks for you? They are 
really light, but if you don’t like 
them showing on your 
brochure, click View, Slide 
Master, and delete them before 
you print.

Customizing the 
Content:
The placeholders in this 
brochure are formaNed for you. 
If you want to add or remove 
bullet points from text, just click 
the Bullets buNon on the Home 
tab.

If you need more placeholders 
for %tles, sub%tles or body text, 
just make a copy of what you 
need and drag it into place. 
PowerPoint’s Smart Guides will 
help you align it with everything 
else.

Want to use your own pictures 
instead of ours? No problem! 
Just click a picture, press the 
Delete key, then click the icon to 
add your picture.

If you replace a photo with your 
own and it’s not a flawless fit for 
the space, you can crop it to fit 
in almost no %me. Just select 
the picture and then, on the 
Picture tools Format tab, in the 
Size group, click Crop.

Parent-Child	
Interaction	

Therapy	(PCIT)	

UCSB	PCIT	Clinic	
Department	of	Counseling,	Clinical,	and	

School	Psychology	
Santa	Barbara,	CA,	93106-9490	

805-893-8064	

http://padreslab.weebly.com/pcit-
clinic.html	

Is	PCIT	right	for	your	
family?			
______________________	
Ø  Do	you	have	a	2	½	to	6	

year	old	child	with	
challenging	behaviors?		

Ø  Do	you	worry	about	how	
to	manage	your	child’s	
difficult	behaviors?		

If	yes,	then	PCIT	might	be	right	
for	you	and	your	family!		
Contact	us	for	more	
information	and	to	schedule	an	
appointment.	We	look	forward	
to	working	with	you!		
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	

PRIDE	Skills		
	

Praise	
Reflect	
Imitate	
Describe	
Enjoy	
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Parent-Child	Interaction	
Therapy	(PCIT)	

How	Does	PCIT	Work?	
PCIT	is	an	exceptionally	effective	

treatment	backed	by	over	30	years	of	
research.	Live	coaching	is	a	hallmark	
of	PCIT.	The	therapist	observe	the	

caregiver	and	child	together,	then	
provide	coaching	]on	the	PCIT	skills.	

Caregivers	and	therapists	work	
together	to	manage	challenging	child	

behaviors.	

	

	

	

	

Advantages	of	Live	Coaching:	

Ø  Skills	are	acquired	rapidly	by	
caregivers,	as	they	practice	in	the	
moment	with	therapist	support.		

Ø  Therapists	provide	caring	support	
as	caregivers	gain	confidence	and	
master	their	skills.		

Ø  Therapists	provide	immediate	
feedback	about	strategies	to	
manage	the	child’s	challenging	
behaviors.		

Who	is	PCIT	for?		

PCIT	is	a	short-term,	specialized	
behavior	management	program	
designed	for	young	children	

experiencing	behavioral	and/or	
emotional	difficulties	and	their	families.	
PCIT	teaches	caregivers	to	manage	their	

child’s	difficult	behaviors,	while	
increasing	their	positive	behaviors.	PCIT	

works	with	the	child	and	caregiver	
together	to	improve	behavior	and	

reduce	parenting	stress.		

Children	ages	2	½	to	6	who	display	
any	or	all	of	the	following:		

•  Parent-child	relational	problems	

•  Refusal	and	defiance	of	adult	
requests	

•  Easy	loss	of	temper	

•  Purposeful	annoyance	of	others		

•  Destruction	of	property	

•  Difficulty	staying	seated	

•  Difficulty	playing	quietly		

•  Difficulty	taking	turns	

•  Biological	parents	

•  Foster	parents	

•  Adoptive	parents	

•  Legal	guardian	

•  Grandparents		

•  Kinship	caregivers		

What	is	PCIT?		

PCIT	consists	of	weekly	sessions	
conducted	in	two	treatment	phases.		

Child-Directed	Interaction	(CDI)		

Caregivers	are	taught	the	PRIDE	skills:	
Praise,	Reflect,	Imitate,	and	

Enjoyment.	These	skills	promote	
positive	child	behaviors.		

Parent-Directed	Interaction	(PDI)		
Caregivers	learn	to	use	effective	

commands	and	discipline	procedures.	
The	PCIT	therapist	helps	caregivers	
manage	their	child’s	behaviors	in	

many	settings.		

Who	are	appropriate	
caregivers	for	PCIT?		


